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In an overflow of misinformation, 
trusted data becomes the 
cornerstone of humanity’s security 
and prosperity.



Knowledge Revolutions

Replication Connectivity

Scarcity Fragmentation

Decentralized AI 

Trust



Knowledge is a 
new asset class.

Seize it with 
OriginTrail!



Leading global companies’ share knowledge 
assets via OriginTrail

Food and Beverage 
Traceability
A “transparency-by-design” 
traceability solution ensuring 
brand’s core consumer promise for 
a start-up Irish Distillery.

Rail Travel Safety
Ensuring the safety of train travel 
by tracking every piece of rail track 
material used by the Swiss Federal 
Railways with knowledge assets.

Trusted factory
BSI and SCAN are utilizing the 
OriginTrail to share security audits 
for over 40% of US imports as 
OriginTrail knowledge assets.

Pharmaceuticals
Making sure patients receive the 
right treatment is crucial for the 
global healthcare system. We help 
achieve that and are proud to be 
supported by the World Economic 
Forum along the way.



Create and own knowledge with a unique NFT.

How do Knowledge Assets work?



Discover knowledge in a public, decentralized index.

How do Knowledge Assets work?



Verify knowledge via tamper proof blockchain proofs.

How do Knowledge Assets work?



Build trusted AI systems with trusted knowledge

How do Knowledge Assets work?



origintrail.io

OriginTrail synergizes 
blockchains and knowledge graphs

● Multi-chain Decentralized Knowledge Graph (DKG)

● Based on standards (W3C, ERC, GS1)

● UALs (Uniform Asset Locators) as standardized 
decentralized identifiers

● Knowledge Creation incentives via OriginTrail Parachain 
Token (OTP) for publishers and infrastructure runners

● Use cases include search & discovery engines, QA 
systems, knowledge marketplaces, aggregation, 
multi-party verification etc

https://origintrail.io/


Knowledge Assets: Example

UAL
(Uniform Asset Locator)

Knowledge 
NFT

Knowledge

Knowledge 
State Proofs

{

  "@context": "https://schema.org",

  "@type": "Event",

   "@id":"https://dkgcon.ai/",

  "location": {

    "@type": "Place",

    "address": {

      "@type": "PostalAddress",

      "addressLocality": "Ljubljana",

      "addressRegion": "SI",

      "postalCode": "1000",

      "streetAddress": "Ameriška cesta"

    },

    "name": "BTC"

  },

  "name": "Decentralized Knowledge Graph Conference",

  "startDate": "2023-10-09T00:00",

  “connectedTo”: “http://origintrail.io” 

}

DKG Index

did:dkg:otp/0x15d40218d61d2f99313f07d9dc285df37eee265e/275940

0xde58cc52a5ce8a04ae7a05a13176226447ac02489212e4d37a72cbe0aea47b42



Symbolic & Neural approach combination



Example Knowledge Asset Application:

Extractive Question Answering 
based on Milvus and OriginTrail 



Example Q&A application architecture

Trusted AI 
Application Milvus OriginTrail

DKG node
OriginTrail 

DKG

Knowledge Bank

Knowledge 
Sources

Create Knowledge Assets
Populate Embeddings

Publish Knowledge Assets

Discover Knowledge

Determine intent with 
Vector similarity search 

Knowledge Graph Queries

Similarity search

Verify source & data 
integrity on blockchain



chatdkg.ai



Knowledge is power.
Knowledge shared is 
power multiplied.

origintrail.io
chatdkg.ai


